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In many on-screen marking (OSM) systems, quality checks on markers, e.g. random check 
and monitoring scripts, are an indispensable part to monitor markers’ marking 
performance;

As the percentage of quality checks within the total no. of live scripts is usually low, these 
spot checks might not be able to characterise markers’ performance in full;

Secondly, the marking standard of senior markers who perform checks on junior markers 
might not be in line with that of the Chief Marker (CM) even after standardisation, which 
further conceals markers’ intrinsic marking performance;

The main thrust of this research is to make use of the CM’s reference standards and the 
data collected via the OSM to gauge all markers’ marking performance based on several 
OSM data parameters; 

Such de facto evidence of marking performance, e.g. the statistics of intrinsic markers’ 
capabilities, should help refine approaches/strategies of markers’ deployment for any 
future on-screen marking.  

Rationale behind the study 
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A brief introduction to the SEAB’s OSM flow 

Scanned scripts are being marked 

on-screen at marking centre

Paper based exam Script collection Scripts being scanned

� Standardisation;
� Live marking – random check + monitoring scripts;
� Closing of marking project;
� Data download from the OSM platform for analyses, if needed
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This study aims to conduct an on-screen marking research under the usual 

OSM conditions, and investigate several OSM parameters acquired from a

post-marking data analysis to gauge markers’ marking/checking performance 

with respect to the reference standards garnered from the Chief Marker. 

Markers’ OSM experience will be captured at the end of the study. The purpose 

is to help refine approaches/strategies of markers’ deployment for any future 

on-screen marking. 

Aims of the research 
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90 scripts were anonymised and prepared for the study, with each script comprises the 
source-based case study and structured essay question genres;

The Chief Marker (CM) on-screen marked the 90 scripts to establish the reference 
standards prior to the main research;

5 markers (3 markers + 2 snr. markers) were invited to a 4-day research exercise, who 
went through the OSM training and standardisation;

During live marking, each of the 3 markers was assigned the same set of 90 scripts to 
mark; the 2 snr. marker then carried out a random check on markers’ scripts for the entire 
exercise;

Monitoring scripts by item were distributed constantly during live marking to monitor 
markers’ marking performance;

On completion of the exercise, all 5 markers were asked to complete a questionnaire to 
feedback on their OSM experience. This was followed by a focus group discussion. 

Research methodology
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Quantitative findings
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Analyses objectives: 

Investigate the findings on markers’ general marking accuracy via the inferential 
statistics of marks between markers’ 1st marking attempts and the reference standards 
for all item scripts;

Investigate the OSM parameters of: 

� markers’ marking speed; 

� marking accuracy (via rmse) of monitoring scripts and live research scripts;

� markers’ strengths and weaknesses (via rmse) of different questions’ genres;

Compare all rmse related parameters against the reference standards garnered from 
the CM’s marking of the same set of scripts;

Discuss a scatter plot of marking accuracy vs. marking speed

Note: All analyses were processed via a suite of in-house programs written in Stata® software version 14.

Analyses and results
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• A paired sample t-test between markers’ first marking attempts and the reference 
standards:

Analyses and results – Inferential statistics based on markers’ first marking attempts

Variable
Pair-wise 

Scenario
r A/B

t-value

(p)

Interpretation of 

p for the pair

Snr. Marker 01’s mark

Reference mark

vs.

OSM mark

0.974
-0.800

(0.10 < p ≤ 1)

No evidence 

against H0 

Snr. Marker 02’s mark

Reference mark

vs.

OSM mark

0.895
-0.520

(0.10 < p ≤ 1)

No evidence 

against H0

Marker 03’s mark

Reference mark

vs.

OSM mark

0.784
0.00

(0.10 < p ≤ 1)

No evidence 

against H0

Marker 04’s mark

Reference mark

vs.

OSM mark

0.779
-0.430

(0.10 < p ≤ 1)

No evidence 

against H0

Marker 05’s mark

Reference mark

vs.

OSM mark

0.761
0.00

(0.10 < p ≤ 1)

No evidence 

against H0

� The means and s.d. (not 
shown) between the 

reference and OSM marks 
are very close to each other 

for all markers;
� rA/B are generally high, with 

SMK01 and SMK02 being 
very high;

� All markers’ marks are not 
statistically significantly 

different from the 
reference marks;

� In other words, all markers’ 
marking standards are 

generally in line with the 
reference standards
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• Definition of marker’s marking speed:
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• The unit is item script per hour instead of script per hour;

• Marking speed expressed in rank order for both markers and senior markers:

• Speed’s dynamic range = 24 to 31 item script/hr ;

• Snr. Marker 02 is the slowest amongst all markers, perhaps he/she is more thorough with 
the checking.

Analyses and results – OSM marking speed

Role
Marking/checking speed’s

rank order [1 = fastest; 5 = slowest]

Snr. Marker 01 1

Snr. Marker 02 5

Marker 03 4

Marker 04 2

Marker 05 3

Note: Only live scripts are included in 

the marking speed calculation.
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The square root of the average differences between the predicted values (� !) and 

observed values (�!);

its value ranges between 0 and ∞;

indifferent to the direction of errors;

the lower the value, the better the accuracy;

is sensitive to outliers;

large errors from markers have a disproportionately large effect on the rmse value.

Background to markers’ performance based on the rmse

Root Mean Square Error (rmse) = 
"
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• The notion of using rmse is to characterise individual markers’ marking accuracy based on the 
de facto evidence collected empirically from the in situ marking;

• Findings of the monitoring scripts’ rmse expressed in rank order. The calculation of rmse is 
based on marks awarded to the monitoring scripts compared with those from the reference 
standards:

• The rank order shows that Marker 03 was the most accurate, and Marker 05 is the least 
accurate when marking monitoring scripts;

• The usefulness of markers’ rank order is more apparent when more markers are in the 
marking panel. 

Analyses and results – rmse of monitoring scripts

Role
rmse of monitoring scripts’ rank order

(1 = most accurate; 3 = least accurate)

Marker 03 1

Marker 04 2

Marker 05 3

Note: rmse’s dynamic range = 0 to 0.7
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• Two tiers of rmse performance are apparent from the findings, i.e. senior markers’ rmse 
rank order is at the top 2, and markers’ rmse rank order is at the bottom 3;

• There is a reverse in rank order between Marker 03 and Marker 04 when compared to 
that in the monitoring scripts. 

Analyses and results – rmse of live research scripts

Role
rmse of live research scripts’ rank order 

(1 = most accurate; 5 = least accurate)

Snr. Marker 01 1

Snr. Marker 02 2

Marker 03 4

Marker 04 3

Marker 05 5

Note: rmse’s dynamic range = 0 to 1.20
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• A dissection of markers’ accuracy with respect to different 
question genres based on the rmse (c.f. reference standards):

Analyses and results – Markers’ strengths & weaknesses of different questions’ genres

Q. Genre Role
rmse of live research scripts’ rank order 

(1 = most accurate; least accurate)

Source-based case study

Snr. Marker 01 1

Snr. Marker 02 2

Marker 03 3

Marker 04 4

Marker 05 5

Structured essay 

Snr. Marker 01 1

Snr. Marker 02 4

Marker 03 5

Marker 04 2

Marker 05 3

Note: rmse’s dynamic range = 0 to 1.20

� Amongst markers, the rank 
order for Source-based case 

study is the same as that of 
the monitoring scripts;

� The entire markers’ rank 
order for Structured essay is 

very different from the 
Source-based genre, with 

Marker 04 being the 2nd most 
accurate and Marker 03 

being the least;
� The results suggest that 

markers do have their 
strengths and weaknesses 

when it comes to marking 
different question genres
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Analyses and results – Rank order dashboard for different OSM parameters

Role

Marking speed’s

rank order 

[1 = fastest; 

5 = slowest]

Monitoring scripts’ 

rmse

[1 = most accurate;

3 = least accurate]

Live research

scripts’ rmse

[1 = most accurate;

5 = least accurate]

Source-based case 

study genre’s rmse

[1 = most accurate;

5 = least accurate]

Structured essay 

genre’s rmse

[1 = most accurate;

5 = least accurate]

Snr. Marker 

01
1 - 1 1 1

Snr. Marker 

02
5 - 2 2 4

Marker 03 4 1 4 3 5

Marker 04 2 2 3 4 2

Marker 05 3 3 5 5 3

An overview of markers’ performance of different OSM parameters expressed in rank order.
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• From time to time, markers’ disparate performance in different aspects paints a mixed picture of 
individual markers’ capabilities;

• A systematic way of amalgamating such information to represent markers’ performance two-
dimensionally could be via a scatter plot of marking accuracy versus marking speed.

• A scatter plot of Accuracy - Live mark’s rmse vs. Marking Speed is as follows:

Analyses and results – Scatter plot of marking speed vs. overall markers’ rmse

min max

max
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• Scatter plot of Accuracy - Live mark’s rmse vs. Marking/Checking Speed with regions of competencies:

Analyses and results – Scatter plot of marking speed vs. overall markers’ rmse (2)

Below average accuracy;

Below average marking speed

Above average accuracy;

Below average marking speed

Above average accuracy;

Above average marking 

speed

Below average accuracy;

Above average marking 

speed

• Initially, the ‘average’ rmse and speed are used to establish the regions of competencies. With 
more data/information over time, an appropriate rmse and speed will be used to establish the 
regions accordingly or even set those values to help raise the markers’ performance.   
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Qualitative findings
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All markers and senior markers rated positively on their overall OSM experience;

They felt the system helps reduce the amount of administrative and logistical work, e.g. 
adding marks together and counting scripts. It also helps prevent the loss of scripts as they 
are stored and retrieved digitally;

They also felt that the system is easy to use and they have enough technological skills to 
resume to the normal marking pattern, albeit being new;

Senior markers felt that more in-depth hands-on training would help improve their 
familiarisation with more complicated tasks during standardisation and quality checking 
processes;

Findings on the pre- and post-marking surveys suggested that all markers and senior 
markers reported a higher preference rating for OSM compared to their prior expectation.

All participants articulated that both mental challenge and exhaustion (both physical and 
mental) were expected when it comes to marking. Using the OSM system to mark did not 
add to extra challenges and exhaustion c.f. its paper-based counterpart.  

Markers’ feedback on their OSM experience
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• Under live marking condition, the number of scripts marked by markers would be much 
more than just 90 full scripts, the factor of fatigue over many days of marking may not be 
reflected genuinely in this research exercise;  

• All rmse and marking speed results were only reported in ordinal level instead of 
interval/ratio level for presentation purpose. To assess markers’ performance under 
normal circumstances, both ordinal and interval/ratio levels should be assessed to give a 
fuller picture of the markers’ performance.

Limitations of the study
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Based on the post-marking analyses of several OSM parameters, this research helped 
dissect the markers’ marking performance with respect to the reference standards;

The information could be used to feedback to markers such that training could be provided 
in time to consolidate their less developed area(s). Alternatively, for more immediate tasks, 
markers could be deployed to mark question genre(s) at which they are strong to increase 
the marking accuracy;

Such de facto evidence collected on markers’ marking performance could help refine 
approaches/strategies of markers’ deployment for future on-screen marking;

More hands-on training would be given to new senior markers on standardisation and 
quality checking processes to expedite their familiarisation of the system;      

Markers generally rated positively on the OSM system, and found it rather user friendly 
even though using it for the first time. They felt the system helped reduce the amount of 
administrative and logistical work.

Conclusions
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